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ABSTRACT

This paper presents preliminary results of an extensive survey of single
family residences in Northern California in which the efficiency character
istics of residential appliances were the principal data objectives@ Analysis
of the data to date reveals interesting trends in the marginal efficiency
choices made by year of purchase. Individual appliance and sub-appliance
product class variations are considerable@ For example, the overall
refrigerator end use efficiency increases are substantial~ led by the top
freezer product class, yet the side-by-side product class gained relatively
little@ No signi cant improvements are noted for gas central furnaces or gas
water heaters in the most recent ntage of salese Further analysis of this
data for causality could lead to sign; cant improvements in current
forecasting models using either explicit discrete choice or implicit fuel
price elasticity formulations for efficiency improvement$ Appliance
efficiency conservation' programs -- standards, tax credits, subsidies,
i rmation d better designed and operated as a result of this
resea on basic consumer choice@
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INTRODUCTION

Consumer purchase of white good durables is a major factor governing the
marginal energy efficiency of all capital goods entering the economy. State
[1] and federal energy policies [2,3] since the mid-1970s have attempted to
encourage the purchase of higher efficiency modelse Recently, ilities have
begun incentive programs [4] aimed at a few appliances@ All of this program
activity supplements potential consumer response to high and sing enerqy
prices in the face of a large technological potential for increased
efficiency. The nature and extent of consumer choice of higher efficiency
appliance models is poorly understood, in large part due to the paucity of
data characterizing efficiency purchases@ This paper describes preliminary
results of a large scale residential survey of single family housing in
Northern California for the explicit purpose of understanding appliance
efficiency choice, both past and present@
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normal duties~ The survey forms and an extensive instruction packa~e were
prepared by CEe staff in April and May 1983 with the concurrence of PGandE
headquarters ReS staff and management. Hard copy data were delivered by
PGandE division offices to the CEe for analysis$

Brand name, manufacturer, model number, serial number, estimated year of
purchase, and product type were collected for refrigerators, freezers, room
air conditioners, central air conditioners, heat pumps, central gas furnaces,
floor/ wall furnaces, and water heaters@ In addition, persons per household
by age group, dwelling square footage, annual household income, zip code, and,
the preceding year's utility billing history were obtained@ Following a
simple screening for plausibility, all forms admitted were keypunched$ The
data was converted to a Statistical Analysis System (SAS) data set for statis
tical analysis$

Use of Results

Analysis of the data described here has been limited, and all results are
p iminary@ It is anticipated that the data will find several uses@ rst,
it can provide an estimate of the average and the distribution of efficiencies
in the stock for most appliances covered@ Grouping the data into vintages can
reveal changes in purchase patterns, either in average efficiency or in the
distribution of efficiencies, over time~ This data is not now available for
any state, and only to a limited extent for the nation as a whole~ Second,
the data can provide a basis for quantitative attempts to correlate various
expla factors changes in efficiency over time~ From such analysis
may erne some understanding of the process of "consumer choice u

, hopefully
enouqh revise cu energy forecasting models [2,7,8J to refine the
algorithms incorporating such factors in long run demand forecastse Third,
the data may lead revised policy decisions on the pa of the CEC in the
mix of programs (standards, incentives, and education) that it wishes to

rsue in its s to improve the efficiency of the California appliance

COLLECTION AND PREPARATION

transmitted by PGandE ReS staff covered 3,857 Northern
ts entire service areo@ Simple screening

or to keypunching reduced the number of forms with any usable
ion 3,706@ PGandE auditors made only limited attempts to discover

reco model numbers from name plates@ This was consistent with the CEe/
PGandE agreement to avoid burdensome impacts on the basic ReS process@ Of
t 3,706, numbers of models were actually identified@
Table I summarizes the count of "model numbers ll and unique "model numbers u by
appliance@ Many of these II model numbers" will never be identified as actual
models due to a va ety of omissions, transcription mistakes, and keypunch

However reduced, the magnitude of the task of identifying so many
1 numbers calls for setting priorities among vintages and appliances&

Preparation of the data for analysis has been accomplished in two steps:
(1) keypunching and conversion of the survey data to a SAS data set, and (2)
constructing efficiency, size, and year of assembly data for each model number
and me ing this data to t survey records~ The first task is a very
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straightforward one and will not be discussed here. Developing the needed
characteristics for each model number is a far more complicated step0

The results described in this paper must be labeled preliminary
precisely because many more models should be identified and characterized than
those accomplished to date. Four general sources of information can be
pursued in the search for model characteristics -- CEe certification files,
direct assistance from manufacturers, catalogs published by major retailers,
and other published literatureo The first of these has been pursued
vigorously, the second has been initiated, and the remaining sources have not
yet been considered. This work is extremely labor intensive and requires the
combination of personality features of dogged determination and an interest in
detective work.

CEC Certification Files

The CEe maintains a listing of appliance model numbers that are
currently certified for sale in California. This is an important enforcement
tool for the Title 20 Appliance Standards. Surveys [9] of retail showroom
floors have found fairly high degrees of compliance with the standards (in the
95-98 percent range)@ Unfortunately, the focus on current models means that
the data files are constantly updated and purged. Data for older models no
longer in production may no longer be present even if the CEe once knew a
great deal about the model in question. However, in general, this has been an
excellent source of information for models built since 1978, providing

ency data r many hundreds of models.
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der models that cannot be identifi through CEe certification les, CEe
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Mergi of data les was accomplished using SA5. Va ants of true
numbers introduced by nonstandard transcription by PGandE auditors was

by creating variants in the model characteristics le prior to
Again, this is a very labor intensive effort and has been pursued

limited extent@ nally, in those cases where the year of purchase
by the survey respondent disagrees with the year implied by decoding

model number, such screpancies were resolved in favor of the manu-
rer data~



Table I@ Data Characteristics SummarYe

Potential Unique
Ae.Pliance Model Numbe Model Numbers

Refrigerators/Freezers 2513 2254

Room Air 76 73

Central Air/Heat Pump 413 386

Water Heaters 1671 1067

Cent rnaces 1276 1072

Wall oar 226 202

JASKE

TOTAL

1/20/840

6175 5054
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Table II reports current results of this process of data preparation.
Among vintages the concentration upon the era of CEe standards has resulted in
some success. Among appliance types, refrigerators have been concentrated
upon with fairly good success.

Clearly a great deal more needs to be done to identify older models,
especially if an understanding of the stock of appliances is desired$

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The seven appliances covered in this project have encountered a variety
of problems in the model characterization process@ Four seem to have
sufficient degrees of identification that preliminary statistics will at least
exhibit reasonable behavior; these are refrigerators, freezers, central gas
furnaces, and gas water heaters$ This paper will report results exclusively
for these appliances@ .

Measure of Efficiency

Efficiency measures for each appliance used here are computed from the
data available in CEC certification files@ These are not necessarily the same
as DOE efficiency measures~ but the data conforms to DOE test procedures. For
example~ the DOE refrigerator measure 1s cubic feet/kilowatthour-day with the
freezer volume inflated by 1.4 compared to the refrigerator volume. The CEC
standard, and most available trade data, does not distinguish between these
types of volumes. For this paper refrigerators and freezers are desc bed in
units kWh/cuft-month with volume the simple sum of refrigerator and freezer
space@ Central furnaces are desc bed in units of annual average percentage
combustion efficlencYe Water heaters are described in units of recovery
combustion encYe
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Table lIs Summary of Model Numbers Identified@

Number of Number of Percentage
Models Models Models

End Use ..Reported Identified Identified--_.__._- ---_.._-

Refrigerator

Post 1977 603 295 48&9
Pre 1978 1327 123 9&3

Freezer

Post 1977 109 51 46@8
Pre 1978 263 17 6s5

Room Ale

Post 1977 13 1 7~7

Pre 1978 60 1 1@6

ral Ale/Heat Pump

Post 1977 83 18 21@7
Pre 1978 307 0 0

er Heater

Post 1977 303 147 48&5
Pre 1978 830 0 0

ral rnace

1 72 .44@2
Pre 1978 921 1 0

11 oor rnace

Post 7 18 6 33.3
Pre 1978 185 1 0

Note: Table dated 5/9/84~

JASKE
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Table Ill@ Summary of Marginal Average Efficiency Trends$

Summary of Margi nal Average Efficiency Trends

Centra1 3 Water4
Refri ~erator Freezer Furnace Heater

Vintage (kWh/ft -month) (kWh/ft 3-month) ~rcent..L ~.rcent)

1975-1977

Worst 10@64 12@94 N/A N/A

Average 7.67 8eOO N/AI N/A2

Best 61 3@95 N/A N/A

1978-1980

Worst 10@79 94 6101 76@0

Ave 7@42 5@76 6797 76@2

Best 3$46 76*5 78@0

1981-1983

7@44 8$62 @7 76$0

Ave 90 5@ 66$0 76$2

42 3@88 76*7 78*0

data points available for analys;se stry
DOE [2J was a 1975 AFUE percentage of 62$68 percent.

2@ number of data points available for analysis@ CEC estiinate
1975 combustion efficiency is 72 percent~

3. Seasonal efficiency percentagee

4@ Recove efficiency percentage@

Note: Table dated 5/9/84@
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Refrigerators show little change between 75/77* and 78/80 in either
average or range of efficie~cy. 81/83 data show a dramatic improvement in
average efficiency and a large reduction in the range of efficiency.
Apparently, substantial shifts in average efficiency are caused mostly by
elimination of the least efficient models, rather than by substantial
increases in high efficiency offerings. Title 20 Appliance Standards imply a
minimum efficiency ranging from 7.1-7.5~ depending upon features such as
automatic defrost and anti-sweat heater switches~

Freezers exhibit a different pattern. A substantial increase in
marginal efficiency occurs between the 75/77 and 78/80 vintages, with only a '
little further increase for the 81/83 vintage. tle 20 implies a range of
minimum efficiencies from 7.0-8.0, depending upon type and features@

Central gas furnaces show a slight decline in average efficiency between
the 78/80 and 81/83 vintages@ The 75/77 vintage does not:yet have sufficient
numbers of models identified to provide rneaningful results. The CEC has a
minimum seasonal efficiency standard of 71 percent that has had extended legal
controversy regarding test procedures~ Court mandates prohibited the CEC from
enforcing this standard until December 1983@ Competitive marketing pressures
appear to have caused the introduction less models in the 81/83
vintage, compared the 78/80 vintage@

Gas water heaters have similar model identi cation problems to gas
furnaces; i 75/77 vintage models have been identified@ No

change in or extreme effiei es is noted between 78/80 and 81/83
ntages@ tle 20 standard res a nimuM recovery efficiency of 76

rement rs to met 1 units found in the
15 y minimum

Ma

e III exhi t trends
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been reluctant to share
course, are the actual

bution of is paper is to make
about the distribution of the
1 through 4 report the marginal

i ance types ~

ons shown in Figure 1 parallel the
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ft to more efficient purchases occurred. Of
these curves; t~ey are early not normal

either flat or decreased proportions around the
r increasing bi;nodal moving from 75/77 to 81/83@

zation efforts have been vigorous and the numbers

-'-STinpli-city of desc ption, the following notation will be used: 75/77
refers to the 1975 to 1977 vintage. 78/80 refers to 1978 to 1980
vi 81/83 rs to 1981-1983 vintage0

E-161
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used to develop these curves sufficiently large that this is unlikely to be a
misleading portrayal of actual events&

Freezer efficiency distributions shown in Figure 2 are less startling~

Once again, the pattern of bimodal distributions shifting to more efficient
models from 75/77 to 81/83 is apparent. The 75/77 vintage has a substantial
number of models that were extremely inefficient$ These have disappeared by
the 78/80 vintage. 81/83 vintage efficiencies are narrowly clustered at two
points, 4.00 and 6.00 kWh/ft3-month.

Central furnace efficiency distributions shown in Figure 3 also present
a confused picture. A dominant peak around 66 percent is obvious, along with
other secondary peaks broadly scattered from the meane

Water heater combustion efficiencies shown in
between 78/80 and 81/83~ A very large number
allowed by the standard--76 percente Further work
will low display of the 75/77 ntage whi will
u ng these results@

gure 4 have not changed
models have the minimum

on model characterization
de some context for

Development of these dist
uncover explanations for the unde
Work date has focused upon

ion curves
ng shapes
classes thin

analysis to
ifts across Vi.'~.M~L'~

iance types@

ions

e, exhibits profoundly different dist
Side by side dels are more cient and

ciencies than do freezers@ One of the
that side by side refrigerators are energy

early dispell that notion$ They do consume more energy,
are so much larger, about 4 cubic feet on average, that

son ciencies, they may provide more service for
Top freezer models show a very broad distr;bution~ Superposition

stributions, wi freezers weighted approximately three to one,
results in the combined refrigerator distribution for the 75/77 vintage in
Fi~ure 10 The bimodal shapems left peak comes from side to side models, a
its q top freezer models$

[-168



FIGURE 1 JASKE

DISTRIBUTION OF REFRIGERATOR EFFICIENCIES BY VINTAGE
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FIGURE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF FREEZER EFFICIENCIES BY VINTAGE
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FIGURE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF CENTRAL FURN EFFICIENCIES BY VINTAGE
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JASKEFIGURE 5

75-77 DISTRIBUTION OF EFFICIENCY BY REFRIGERATOR TYPE
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Figure 6 displays similar data from the 81/83 vintage@ Several major
changes seem to have occurrede Both product classes show dist butions that
are much tighter than in 75/77e Both exhibit compliance with the CEe standard
of 7~O kWh/ft 3-monthe Top freezers, however, have become more efficient than
side by side modelss In fact, top freezers have improved dramatically from
75/77, while side by sides have improved only a little~ As with the older
vintage~ the 81/83 distribution on Figure 1 can be approximated through an
appropriate weighting of these two product class distributions~

This product class information seems to imply that aggregate appliance
type data must be viewed with consideration cautione Appliance types with
dissimilar product classes must be analyzed carefully to determine how each
product class appears to be behaving~ Shifts within appliance types among
product classes may have important impacts on energy consumption~

PRELIMINARY INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The results presented here are prelim;nary~ Table II indi how far
model identification process has come, much more remains to be done$

However, some interpretation of the data can now be made with only low sk of
errore

Current Conservation Forces

Four forces are potentially at today to improve ency
iances purchased in California- e 20 Appliance Standa response to

gh prices, utility i ve and information programs, a manufacturer
production decisions~ For of these appliance types gerators,
freezers and gas water heaters tle 20 standards seem to be working;

gas central furnaces, 1 prohi ons over standard enforcement have
ayed removal of the most i cient models0* The three other forces seem
be exerting some influence on high ency decisions for ref gerators

average effi es are ntially better than minimum
rements in appliance~ The ft in top freezer refrigerators effi-

75/77 to 81/83 can only be interpreted as a wholesale redesign
lines by i motiva ons for such changes are

ear e Central gas heaters do not exhibit much
even P ent a

ons

on programs to ieve yet higher
are consi tion in California

, air conditioners@ Standards undoubtedly remove
models from the marketplace, but do nothing directly to encourage

hi efficiency models@ Tax incentives, utility rebate programs, and
le cost lab i are 1 options that could supplement this deficiency

The rst and last these may not be viable in California

test procedure for vent damper credits were sputed in
and legal forums~ This dispute has now been resol

furnaces manufactured after December 1983 may be sold in California only if
efficiency is greater than or equal to 71 percent seasonal eff; enccy@
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given the current legislative climate* Utility rebate programs could be
expanded but the cost effectiveness of such programs remains unknown at this
timee In 1984, PGandE began a small scale pilot rebate program that may point
toward larger efforts in the future. Current views about future fuel prices,
now much less pessimistic than two years ago, may inhibit expanded efforts to
achieve a larger portion of the conservation potential that high efficiency
appliances offer to the consumer~
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